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Yeah, reviewing a book Heyer Georgette Sheep Black could mount up your close links listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, endowment does not recommend that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as without diﬃculty as promise even more than supplementary will give each success. next to, the publication as without diﬃculty as acuteness of this Heyer Georgette Sheep Black can be taken as with ease as picked to act.
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Black Sheep Gossip, scandal and an unforgettable Regency romance Random House IF YOU LOVE BRIDGERTON, YOU'LL LOVE GEORGETTE HEYER! 'A rollicking good read that will be of particular joy to Bridgerton viewers ... the permanent glister of scandal [...] ties the
whole thing together' INDEPENDENT 'One of my perennial comfort authors. Heyer's books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS __________________________ Abigail Wendover has no time for love. She is far too busy protecting
her niece, who has fallen madly in love with a suspected fortune-hunter. But her eﬀorts become vastly more complicated with the arrival of Miles Calverleigh, the black sheep of his family - a reckless bachelor with a scandalous past. Abby soon discovers that, despite
successfully managing her niece's love life, she has far less control over her own unruly heart. __________________________ '[My] generation's Julia Quinn' ADJOA ANDOH, star of Bridgerton, in RED 'Elegant, witty and rapturously romantic' KATIE FFORDE 'Utterly delightful'
GUARDIAN 'Absolutely delicious tales of Regency heroes. . . Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'Georgette Heyer's Regency romances brim with elegance, wit and historical accuracy, and this is one of her ﬁnest and most entertaining ... Escapism of the
highest order' DAILY MAIL 'If you haven't read Georgette Heyer yet, what a treat you have in store!' HARRIET EVANS 'Georgette Heyer is unbeatable.' SUNDAY TELEGRAPH Lady Of Quality Gossip, scandal and an unforgettable Regency romance Random House IF YOU LOVE
BRIDGERTON, YOU'LL LOVE GEORGETTE HEYER! 'A rollicking good read that will be of particular joy to Bridgerton viewers ... the permanent glister of scandal [...] ties the whole thing together' INDEPENDENT '[My] generation's Julia Quinn' ADJOA ANDOH, star of
Bridgerton, in RED 'One of my perennial comfort authors. Heyer's books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS __________________________ Annis Wychwood delights in her independence. Beautiful, rich and far too busy for
love, she has turned down the advances of many a hopeful suitor. But when she becomes entangled in the aﬀairs of a runaway heiress, she encounters the girl's guardian, the notorious Oliver Carleton. While Oliver may be a reckless and uncivil rogue, Annis can't help
but be drawn towards his wild ways . . . __________________________ 'Elegant, witty and rapturously romantic' KATIE FFORDE 'Utterly delightful' GUARDIAN 'Absolutely delicious tales of Regency heroes. . . Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'Georgette Heyer's
Regency romances brim with elegance, wit and historical accuracy, and this is one of her ﬁnest and most entertaining ... Escapism of the highest order' DAILY MAIL 'If you haven't read Georgette Heyer yet, what a treat you have in store!' HARRIET EVANS 'Georgette
Heyer is unbeatable.' SUNDAY TELEGRAPH The Black Moth Black Sheep Roman Polly and the Prince Belgrave House Polly Howard, an absentminded artist, is saved from a fall by a shabby Russian vagabond. Kolya Volkov turns out to be a gentleman and a friend of her
brother’s employer. Exiled from Russia, penniless, he must make his own way in England. He has nothing to oﬀer her, and she, dedicated to her painting, doesn’t expect ever to marry—until a plot to blow up the Prince Regent’s Brighton Pavilion brings the unlikely pair
together. Regency Romance by Carola Dunn; originally published by Walker Regency Buck Gossip, scandal and an unforgettable Regency romance Random House IF YOU LOVE BRIDGERTON, YOU'LL LOVE GEORGETTE HEYER! 'Probably the best book ever written' ANTONIA
FRASER 'A rollicking good read that will be of particular joy to Bridgerton viewers ... the permanent glister of scandal [...] ties the whole thing together' INDEPENDENT __________________________ Beautiful heiress Judith Taverner has her pick of London suitors. But her luck
takes a turn for the worse when her hapless brother, Peregrine, becomes the target of a would-be-assassin. To Judith's great annoyance, their mysterious guardian - the handsome Earl of Worth - seems far more intent on wooing her than saving her brother, but all is
not as it seems... When the truth is revealed, Judith will ﬁnally discover if the Earl is after her money or her heart. __________________________ 'Elegant, witty and rapturously romantic' KATIE FFORDE 'Utterly delightful' GUARDIAN 'Fabulously witty' STEPHEN FRY '[My]
generation's Julia Quinn' ADJOA ANDOH, star of Bridgerton, in RED 'One of my perennial comfort authors. Heyer's books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS 'Absolutely delicious tales of Regency heroes. . . Utter,
immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'Georgette Heyer's Regency romances brim with elegance, wit and historical accuracy, and this is one of her ﬁnest and most entertaining ... Escapism of the highest order' DAILY MAIL 'If you haven't read Georgette Heyer yet, what
a treat you have in store!' HARRIET EVANS 'Georgette Heyer is unbeatable.' SUNDAY TELEGRAPH Sylvester or The Wicked Uncle Sourcebooks, Inc. "Reading Georgette Heyer is the next best thing to reading Jane Austen."—Publishers Weekly Rank, wealth, and elegance are
no match for a young lady who writes novels... Sylvester, Duke of Salford, has exacting requirements for a bride. Then he meets Phoebe Marlow, a young lady with literary aspirations, and suddenly life becomes very complicated. She meets none of his criteria, and
even worse, she has written a novel that is sweeping through the ton and causing all kinds of gossip... and he's the main character! What Readers Say: "A truly brilliant Heyer with an adorable and very real heroine and a hero who is very human!" "One of Heyer's most
unsung achievements, a classic Pride and Prejudice story. Hilarity and adventure throughout." "The hero may be my all-time favorite. He is so drily funny it takes your breath away. What a wonderful love story." "Hilariously funny, romantic, even touching in a subtle
way." Georgette Heyer wrote over ﬁfty novels, including Regency romances, mysteries, and historical ﬁction. She was known as the Queen of Regency romance, and was legendary for her research, historical accuracy, and her extraordinary plots and characterizations.
The Nonesuch Gossip, scandal and an unforgettable Regency romance Random House If you love Bridgerton, you'll love Georgette Heyer! 'The greatest writer who ever lived' ANTONIA FRASER 'A rollicking good read that will be of particular joy to Bridgerton viewers ...
the permanent glister of scandal [...] ties the whole thing together' INDEPENDENT 'My generation's Julia Quinn' ADJOA ANDOH, star of Bridgerton _______________ Handsome, wealthy Sir Waldo Hawkridge is the envy of all those around him. So when the people of Oversett
get word of his impending visit, excitement ripples. But his planned visit ruﬄes a few feathers, too; not least for Miss Ancilla Trent, who worries about the relationship that may unfold between Waldo and her hot-headed young pupil, Tiﬀany. And when Waldo eventually
arrives in the village, his presence leads to the most entertaining of ramiﬁcations . . . _______________ 'One of my perennial comfort authors. Heyer's books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS 'Elegant, witty and
rapturously romantic' KATIE FFORDE 'Utterly delightful' GUARDIAN 'Absolutely delicious tales of Regency heroes. . . Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'Georgette Heyer's Regency romances brim with elegance, wit and historical accuracy, and this is one of
her ﬁnest and most entertaining ... Escapism of the highest order' DAILY MAIL 'If you haven't read Georgette Heyer yet, what a treat you have in store!' HARRIET EVANS 'Georgette Heyer is unbeatable.' SUNDAY TELEGRAPH _______________ Readers love The Nonesuch ...
***** 'The book was a marvel. Whatever I'm going to read next might seem pretty poor after this!' ***** 'The Nonesuch was simply a charming and witty book. I've added it to my favorite list for the fantastic ending and banter.' ***** 'Just as wonderful as every other
time I read it!! Still an absolute favourite.' ***** 'This was beautiful! So enjoyable, and so Austen-like! :)' ***** 'Magical. Still ﬁve stars - of course. As enjoyble as ever - or maybe even more.' The Talisman Ring Random House If you love Bridgerton, you'll love Georgette
Heyer! A witty and enthralling Regency romance by one of the best-known and most beloved historical novelists. 'As incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's novels' Joanne Harris 'Triumphantly good' India Knight 'Rapturously romantic' Katie
Fforde _____________ Neither Sir Tristram Shield nor his beautiful young cousin, Eustacie, share the slightest inclination to marry one another. Yet it is Eustacie's grandfather's dying wish, made on his deathbed. For there is no one else to look after and provide for
Eustacie while his heir, Ludovic, remains a fugitive from justice after allegedly murdering a man in a dispute over a priceless family heirloom. And so the hunt is on - to ﬁnd Ludovic and bring him home as well as the Talisman Ring ... Romance, a murder mystery, a
proposed marriage of convenience, and the hunt for a golden ring lie at the heart of one of Georgette Heyer's funniest and fastest-paced romantic comedies to date. _____________ Readers love The Talisman Ring ... ***** 'Fantastic rip roaring comedy- mystery- farce, with
not one romance, but two!' ***** 'I love this book. I love the characters; I love the plot.' ***** 'I know I'll be rereading it whenever I need a good laugh.' ***** 'I could not put this book down.' ***** 'It's hilarious and made me laugh out loud. Deﬁnitely one of Heyer's best.'
The Corinthian Random House IF YOU LOVE BRIDGERTON, YOU'LL LOVE GEORGETTE HEYER! 'A rollicking good read that will be of particular joy to Bridgerton viewers ... the permanent glister of scandal [...] ties the whole thing together' INDEPENDENT 'My generation's
Julia Quinn' ADJOA ANDOH, star of Bridgerton, in RED 'One of my perennial comfort authors. Heyer's books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS __________________________ The only question which hangs over the life of Sir
Richard Wyndham, notable whip, dandy and Corinthian, is one of marriage. Wyndham is contemplating his upcoming proposal with considerable dismay, when he chances upon a beautiful young fugitive, Penelope, making a dramatic exit from her home. Impressed,
intrigued, and a little worse for drink, he decides to help Penelope ﬂee. What follows is a shockingly perilous advantage - one which might just provide Sir Richard with his own opportunity to escape . . . __________________________ 'Elegant, witty and rapturously romantic'
KATIE FFORDE 'Utterly delightful' GUARDIAN 'Absolutely delicious tales of Regency heroes. . . Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'Georgette Heyer's Regency romances brim with elegance, wit and historical accuracy, and this is one of her ﬁnest and most
entertaining ... Escapism of the highest order' DAILY MAIL 'If you haven't read Georgette Heyer yet, what a treat you have in store!' HARRIET EVANS 'Georgette Heyer is unbeatable.' SUNDAY TELEGRAPH Faro's Daughter Random House Max Ravenscar is a renowned
gamester. The ﬁrst to admit he is entirely void of a romantic disposition, he regards all eligible females with indiﬀerence and unconcern. But then he meets the woman his young cousin is bent on marrying - the beautiful Deborah Grantham who also happens to be the
mistress of her aunt's gaming establishment. And he ﬁnds that none of his experience in risk or gambling has prepared him for such a worthy or beguiling opponent ... 'One of my perennial comfort authors' Joanne Harris 'I could mainline Heyer's Regency romances until
the end of time and still not get bored' India Knight The Black Moth A Romance of the XVIIIth Century Alpha Edition The Black Moth: A Romance of the XVIIIth Century, is many of the old classic books which have been considered important throughout the human history.
They are now extremely scarce and very expensive antique. So that this work is never forgotten we republish these books in high quality, using the original text and artwork so that they can be preserved for the present and future generations. This whole book has
been reformatted, retyped and designed. These books are not made of scanned copies of their original work and hence the text is clear and readable. Devil's Cub Gossip, scandal and an unforgettable Regency romance Random House IF YOU LOVE BRIDGERTON, YOU'LL
LOVE GEORGETTE HEYER! 'A rollicking good read that will be of particular joy to Bridgerton viewers ... the permanent glister of scandal [...] ties the whole thing together' INDEPENDENT '[My] generation's Julia Quinn' ADJOA ANDOH, star of Bridgerton, in RED 'One of my
perennial comfort authors. Heyer's books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS __________________________ Mary Challoner must protect her sister at all costs. When she discovers that the notorious Marquis of Vidal is
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planning to run away with her little sister, Mary will not stand idly by. To save Sophia's reputation without destroying her own, Mary will take her sister's place - and once the Marquis sees through her disguise, he will be humiliated and forced to return her home. But
the irresistible Marquis is a wilder rake than even Mary anticipated, and her growing feelings for him are proving an unexpected complication... __________________________ 'Elegant, witty and rapturously romantic' KATIE FFORDE 'Utterly delightful' GUARDIAN 'Absolutely
delicious tales of Regency heroes. . . Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'Georgette Heyer's Regency romances brim with elegance, wit and historical accuracy, and this is one of her ﬁnest and most entertaining ... Escapism of the highest order' DAILY MAIL 'If
you haven't read Georgette Heyer yet, what a treat you have in store!' HARRIET EVANS 'Georgette Heyer is unbeatable.' SUNDAY TELEGRAPH Royal Escape Random House Dispossessed of crown and kingdom, the young Charles II is forced to ﬂee for his life. Out of the
heat of battle, the outlaw King and his tiny party must journey across Cromwell's England to a Channel port and a ship bound for France and safety. But the King, with his love of adventure, his irrepressible humour and his unmistakeable looks, is no easy man to hide...
'Georgette Heyer will not let you down' Jenny Colgan 'One of my perennial comfort authors' Joanne Harris April Lady Gossip, scandal and an unforgettable Regency romance Random House IF YOU LOVE BRIDGERTON, YOU'LL LOVE GEORGETTE HEYER! 'A rollicking good
read that will be of particular joy to Bridgerton viewers ... the permanent glister of scandal [...] ties the whole thing together' INDEPENDENT '[My] generation's Julia Quinn' ADJOA ANDOH, star of Bridgerton, in RED 'One of my perennial comfort authors. Heyer's books
are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS __________________________ Nell Cardross and her husband are madly in love... But they're very bad at showing it. While Nell believes her new husband, the Earl, married her out of
convenience, Giles Cardross worries that his young wife is more interested in his money than his heart. And Nell's secretive and extravagant spending is becoming a problem... As she attempts to pay oﬀ her brother's never-ending gambling debts, and prevent the Earl's
half-sister from eloping with a potentially ruinous match, will Nell's heart of gold lead her - and her marriage - into trouble? __________________________ 'Elegant, witty and rapturously romantic' KATIE FFORDE 'Utterly delightful' GUARDIAN 'Absolutely delicious tales of
Regency heroes. . . Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'Georgette Heyer's Regency romances brim with elegance, wit and historical accuracy, and this is one of her ﬁnest and most entertaining ... Escapism of the highest order' DAILY MAIL 'If you haven't read
Georgette Heyer yet, what a treat you have in store!' HARRIET EVANS 'Georgette Heyer is unbeatable.' SUNDAY TELEGRAPH Black Sheep Random House ‘Powerful... Poignant, bleak and haunting, this is a small masterpiece’ Sunday Mirror Brother and sister, Ted and Rose
Howker, grew up in Mount of Zeal, a mining village blackened by coal. They know nothing of the outside world, though both of them yearn for escape. For Rose this comes in the form of love, while Ted seizes the chance of a job away from the pit. But neither can truly
break free and their decisions bring with them brutal consequences... ‘Gripping all the way to its unexpected end’ Spectator A Civil Contract Gossip, scandal and an unforgettable Regency romance Random House A brilliant Regency romance full of spirited heroines and
dashing heroes, by the queen of the genre. Adam Deveril, the new Viscount Lynton and a hero at Salamanca, returns from the Peninsula War to ﬁnd his family on the brink of ruin and the broad acres of his ancestral home mortgaged to the hilt. It is Lord Oversley,
father of Adam's ﬁrst love, who tactfully introduces him to Mr Jonathan Chaleigh, a City man of apparently unlimited wealth with no social ambitions for himself, but with his eyes ﬁrmly ﬁxed on a suitable match for his one and only daughter. For more than ﬁfty years
Georgette Heyer brought romance and adventure to a wordwide readership and Civil Contarct shows how she continues to be loved today. Cousin Kate Random House 'Wonderful characters and rapturously romantic' - Katie Fforde ________________________________ Kate
Malvern never expected to see this kind of splendour again. After her father's death, Kate was left an orphan, striving to make ends meet as a governess until her aunt Minerva rescues her from poverty. Kate hardly knows what to expect at the grand house of
Staplewood. Her uncle lives in one wing, while her handsome, moody cousin Torquil occupies another; guests are few and far between, but even family dinners are rigidly formal. And, over it all, Minerva's word is law. But the sudden arrival of cousin Philip throws
Minerva's control over the household into doubt, and Kate begins to suspect the shocking reason for Minerva's generosity. She has no-one to conﬁde in but cousin Philip - but for reasons unknown, he seems to have taken an instant dislike to her... Cousin Kate is a rich
and classic Georgette Heyer novel, replete with the sparkling humour, memorable characters and intricate plots that have made her the queen of the Regency romance novel. False Colours Random House IF YOU LOVE BRIDGERTON, YOU'LL LOVE GEORGETTE HEYER! 'A
rollicking good read that will be of particular joy to Bridgerton viewers ... the permanent glister of scandal [...] ties the whole thing together' INDEPENDENT 'My generation's Julia Quinn' ADJOA ANDOH, star of Bridgerton, in RED 'One of my perennial comfort authors.
Heyer's books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS __________________________ When Kit Fancot returns on leave from the diplomatic service, he expects to ﬁnd his loving family at home waiting for him. Instead, he is startled
to ﬁnd his alluring yet extravagant mother on the brink of ﬁnancial and social ruin. Even more shocking, he is informed that his twin brother Evelyn has vanished without a trace. It's not long before Kit realises the true extent of his family's tangled aﬀairs; it's left to
him to set things right. But in the face of Evelyn's continued absence, Kit's ingenuity is stretched to the limit . . . __________________________ 'Elegant, witty and rapturously romantic' KATIE FFORDE 'Utterly delightful' GUARDIAN 'Absolutely delicious tales of Regency heroes.
. . Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'Georgette Heyer's Regency romances brim with elegance, wit and historical accuracy, and this is one of her ﬁnest and most entertaining ... Escapism of the highest order' DAILY MAIL 'If you haven't read Georgette Heyer
yet, what a treat you have in store!' HARRIET EVANS 'Georgette Heyer is unbeatable.' SUNDAY TELEGRAPH Black Sheep/Grand Sophy Arrow Charity Girl Georgette Heyer's sparkling Regency romance Random House 'Absolutely delicious tales of Regency heroes . . . Utter,
immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'I could mainline Heyer's Regency romances until the end of time and still not get bored . . . Georgette Heyer is perfect lockdown escapism' INDIA KNIGHT _______________________ Charity Steane has nothing in the world but hope.
Escaping a miserable life under her tyrannical aunt, she decides to take her chances with her estranged grandfather in London. Now it's just a matter of ﬁnding him... And as a 'charity girl', with no dowry and no options, hope can only get her so far. But with the help of
the dashing and kind-hearted Desford and his dearest friend Hetta, it seems like Charity's fortunes might be about to change. That is, until the surprise appearance of a long-lost relative throws things into chaos, and suddenly the three friends ﬁnd themselves
surrounded by blackmail and scandal. Will their eﬀorts to do right by each other plunge them all into ruin? _______________________ 'One of my perennial comfort authors. Heyer's books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS
Venetia Georgette Heyer Classic Heroines Random House IF YOU LOVE BRIDGERTON, YOU'LL LOVE GEORGETTE HEYER! 'A rollicking good read that will be of particular joy to Bridgerton viewers ... the permanent glister of scandal [...] ties the whole thing together'
INDEPENDENT '[My] generation's Julia Quinn' ADJOA ANDOH, star of Bridgerton, in RED 'One of my perennial comfort authors. Heyer's books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS __________________________ In all her twentyﬁve years, Venetia Lanyon has never been further than Harrogate. Nor has she enjoyed the attentions of any man aside from her two wearisomely persistent suitors. Then, in one extraordinary encounter, she meets a neighbour she only knew by reputation - the
infamous Jasper Damerel. Before she realises it, Venetia is encouraging a man whose way of life has scandalised the North Riding for years. __________________________ 'Elegant, witty and rapturously romantic' KATIE FFORDE 'Utterly delightful' GUARDIAN 'Absolutely
delicious tales of Regency heroes. . . Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'Georgette Heyer's Regency romances brim with elegance, wit and historical accuracy, and this is one of her ﬁnest and most entertaining ... Escapism of the highest order' DAILY MAIL 'If
you haven't read Georgette Heyer yet, what a treat you have in store!' HARRIET EVANS 'Georgette Heyer is unbeatable.' SUNDAY TELEGRAPH The Convenient Marriage A sparkling Regency romance from the classic author Random House _____________ ‘One of my perennial
comfort authors. Heyer’s books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen’s’ Joanne Harris _____________ Horry Winwood doesn’t play by the rules. So when her family are near ruin and her sister is about to enter a loveless marriage to a wealthy
man to settle the family debts, young and headstrong Horry proposes to marry him in her sister's place. As her new husband's attentions fall elsewhere, Horry begins to feel increasingly unhappy. Then she meets the attractive and dangerous Lord Lethbridge and her
days suddenly become more exciting. But there is bad blood between Horry's husband and her new acquaitnance, and as complications and deceptions mount, the social tangle grows ever trickier to unpick. Will Horry’s gamble cost her everything she holds most dear?
_____________ WHY READERS LOVE GEORGETTE HEYER AND THE CONVENIENT MARRIAGE: "Handsome hero, beautiful heroine, nasty baddie, beautiful gowns and all misunderstandings sorted out by the last page. If you've never read Georgette Heyer before - why?" "This
was my ﬁrst Georgette Heyer novel and I thoroughly enjoyed it! The story concerns love and marriage, trust and friendship, gossip and dastardly deeds, insult and revenge, misunderstandings and mishaps." "You really ﬁnd yourself getting inside the characters and
caring about them." "These Regency novels of Georgette Heyer are a constant delight and in a world class of their own. They can all be re-read time and time again" "This book brings the period to life... the description of the dresses and carriages makes you imagine
you the scenes vividly" "Her attention to detail brings the pages alive and you can imagine yourself back in Regency England for a couple of hours. Absolutely love her books!" "Heyer is the queen of this genre." "Packed with entertainment, good historical detail and all
the twists and turns." "A story which has everything: romance, highwaymen, duels at dawn and countless parties" The Toll-Gate Gossip, scandal and an unforgettable Regency historical romance Random House If you love Bridgerton, you'll love Georgette Heyer! 'The
greatest writer who ever lived' Antonia Fraser 'Beautifully crafted' Philippa Gregory 'Incisively witty, quietly subversive' Joanne Harris _______________ Captain John Staple's exploits against Napoleon's armies in the Spanish Peninsula have earned him the nickname 'Crazy
Jack' amongst his comrades in the Dragoon Guards. But once the Battle of Waterloo brings the Napoleonic Wars to a decisive end, the adventure-loving Captain ﬁnds life in peacetime intolerably dull. When he ﬁnds himself lost in the Pennines, he takes refuge at an
unmanned toll-house. It's there that he encounters a lady of extraordinary qualities - and suddenly, his soldiering days pale in comparison to a new adventure in which he must rescue a woman and investigate a scandalous murder ... _______________ 'If you haven't read
Georgette Heyer yet what a treat you have in store' HARRIET EVANS 'Elegant, witty and rapturously romantic' KATIE FFORDE 'Utterly delightful' GUARDIAN 'Absolutely delicious tales of Regency heroes. . . Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'Georgette Heyer's
Regency romances brim with elegance, wit and historical accuracy, and this is one of her ﬁnest and most entertaining ... Escapism of the highest order' DAILY MAIL 'If you haven't read Georgette Heyer yet, what a treat you have in store!' HARRIET EVANS 'Georgette
Heyer is unbeatable.' SUNDAY TELEGRAPH _______________ Readers love The Toll-Gate ... ***** 'Heyer's writing is fantastic - I must read more.' ***** 'Umpteenth re-read. I love this book.' ***** 'I've read this at least twice before ... and I'm still wonderfully regaled.' *****
'Most highly recommended.' ***** 'The whole read is very entertaining.' An Infamous Army Random House 1815, and the British and French armies are massing ahead of one of the greatest battles of all time ... Occupied by the British, Brussels however is en fete. And
Lady Barbara Childe, renowned for being as fashionable as she is beautiful, is at the centre of all that is fashionable and light-hearted. When she meets Charles Audley, the dashing aide de camp to the great Duke of Wellington, her sense of fun and mischief knows no
bounds. But it is the eve of the Battle of Waterloo, and who knows whether they will ever meet again ... 'My generation's Julia Quinn' ADJOA ANDOH 'One of the wittiest, most insightful and rewarding prose writers imaginable' STEPHEN FRY Sprig Muslin Random House IF
YOU LOVE BRIDGERTON, YOU'LL LOVE GEORGETTE HEYER! 'A rollicking good read that will be of particular joy to Bridgerton viewers ... the permanent glister of scandal [...] ties the whole thing together' INDEPENDENT 'My generation's Julia Quinn' ADJOA ANDOH, star of
Bridgerton, in RED 'One of my perennial comfort authors. Heyer's books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS __________________________ When Lady Hester Theale learns Sir Gareth Ludlow is planning to propose to her, she
knows she cannot accept. Hester senses that his heart lies elsewhere - so when Sir Gareth arrives at her home with beautiful Amanda Smith in tow, it seems to conﬁrm her worst fears. Yet all is not as it seems - Amanda is in fact a runaway; Gareth's mission is to get
her home safely. However, Amanda's startlingly lively imagination proves to be more than he had bargained for . . . __________________________ 'Elegant, witty and rapturously romantic' KATIE FFORDE 'Utterly delightful' GUARDIAN 'Absolutely delicious tales of Regency
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heroes. . . Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'Georgette Heyer's Regency romances brim with elegance, wit and historical accuracy, and this is one of her ﬁnest and most entertaining ... Escapism of the highest order' DAILY MAIL 'If you haven't read
Georgette Heyer yet, what a treat you have in store!' HARRIET EVANS 'Georgette Heyer is unbeatable.' SUNDAY TELEGRAPH Powder and Patch Sourcebooks, Inc. "Georgette Heyer is unbeatable!" —SUNDAY TELEGRAPH For her, he would do anything… Plainspoken country
gentleman Philip Jettan won't bother with a powdered wig, high heels, and fashionable lace cuﬀs, until he discovers that his lovely neighbor is enamored with a sophisticated man-about-town… But what is it that she really wants? Cleone Charteris sends her suitor Philip
away to get some town polish, and he comes back with powder, patches, and all the manners of a seasoned rake. Does Cleone now have exactly the kind of man she's always wanted, or was her insistence on Philip's remarkable transformation a terrible mistake? What
readers say: "Charming, charming, charming. And highly readable!" "Witty dialogue and well-developed storylines—even Jane Austen could do no better." "Scintillating and very human love story by an author of exceptional talents." "Ms Heyer's eﬀervescent wit and
obvious ability to tell a good and humorous story is already evident, making Powder and Patch an enjoyable and worthwhile read." "This story sparkles with witty dialogue and wonderful descriptions of costumes and festivities of the 1700s. I re-read it at least once a
year and I enjoy it as much as the ﬁrst time, again and again!" The Quiet Gentleman Random House If you love Bridgerton, you'll love Georgette Heyer! A wonderful historical novel from the undisputed queen of the genre. 'A rollicking good read that will be of particular
joy to Bridgerton viewer!' INDEPENDENT 'Heyer's books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS 'Absolutely delicious tales of Regency heroes ... Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA _____________ Returning home
from the battle of Waterloo to claim his title as the new Seventh Earl of St Erth, Gervase Frant is met with surprising hostility from his family. Only Theo, a cousin even quieter than himself, is there to greet him - and when he meets his stepmother and young halfbrother he detects open disappointment that he survived the wars. The tensions in the household only worsen as the beautiful Mariann, the intended bride of Gervase's half-brother, catches his eye - and his heart. Gervase may be oﬀ the battleﬁeld, but his life is still
threatened, as it becomes increasingly clear that someone wants him dead... _____________ Readers love The Quiet Gentleman ... ***** 'Absolutely nothing beats a Heyer Regency romance for the sheer enjoyment factor and witty, intelligent humor.' ***** 'Love, love, love!
Ahhh, Heyer does it again.' ***** 'Excellent Heyer romance, with a bit of mystery thrown in.' ***** 'There's lots to laugh at in this book and a mystery as well. Thoroughly enjoyable.' ***** 'Loved it! One of my top three Heyers, in fact, my no. 1.' Venetia Arrow Books In all
her twenty-ﬁve years, lovely Venetia Lanyon has never been further than Harrogate, nor enjoyed the attentions of any but her two wearisomely persistent suitors. Then, in one extraordinary encounter, she meets a neighbour she only knows by reputation - the
infamous Lord Damerel - and before she knows better, is egging on a libertine whose way of life has scandalised the North Riding for years. Envious Casca Frederica Gossip, scandal and an unforgettable Regency romance Random House 'Absolutely delicious tales of
Regency heroes . . . Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'I could mainline Heyer's Regency romances until the end of time and still not get bored . . . Georgette Heyer is perfect lockdown escapism' INDIA KNIGHT ______________________________ Vernon Alverstoke
sees no reason to put himself out for anyone. But when a distant connection asks for help, he is quickly plunged into one drama after another by the disorderly Merriville family. Surprisingly, he ﬁnds himself far from bored - especially when he encounters their strongminded daughter, Frederica. However, she seems far more concerned with her family's welfare than his romantic advances... ______________________________ 'One of my perennial comfort authors. Heyer's books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane
Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS 'There is no one better at intelligent eﬀervescence than Heyer. All her books are utter bliss' ANNA MURPHY, TIMES Pick of the Month 'Sparkling' INDEPENDENT ON SUNDAY Death in the Stocks Random House A moonlit night. A sleeping village.
And an unaccountable murder... An English bobbie returning from night patrol ﬁnds a corpse in evening dress locked in the stocks on the village green. He identiﬁes the body immediately. Andrew Vereker was not a well-loved man, and narrowing down the suspects is
not going to be an easy job. The Vereker family are corrupt and eccentric -and hardly cooperative ... It's another case for the resourceful Superintendent Hannasyde, who sets oﬀ on the trail of a killer so cunning that even his consummate powers of detection are tested
to their limits... The Grand Sophy Gossip, scandal and an unforgettable Regency romance Random House If you love Bridgerton, you'll love Georgette Heyer! 'The greatest writer who ever lived' ANTONIA FRASER 'One of my perennial comfort authors. Heyer's books are as
incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS 'Absolutely delicious tales of Regency heroes. . . Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA __________________ The charming Sophia Stanton-Lacy is a force to be reckoned with. When Sophy
is sent to stay with her London relatives, she ﬁnds her cousins in quite the tangle. Cecilia is besotted with an attractive but feather-brained poet, Hubert has fallen foul of a money-lender, and the ruthlessly handsome Charles is engaged to a pedantic bluestocking who
seems to bring out the worst in him... Fortunately, Sophy has arrived just in time to sort them all out - but Charles is eager to rid his family of her meddlesome ways. Has the Grand Sophy ﬁnally met her match? __________________ 'A rollicking good read that will be of
particular joy to Bridgerton viewers ... the permanent glister of scandal [...] ties the whole thing together' INDEPENDENT 'Georgette Heyer's Regency romances brim with elegance, wit and historical accuracy, and this is one of her ﬁnest and most entertaining ...
Escapism of the highest order' DAILY MAIL 'Rapturously romantic' KATIE FFORDE 'If you haven't read Georgette Heyer yet, what a treat you have in store!' HARRIET EVANS 'Georgette Heyer is unbeatable.' SUNDAY TELEGRAPH __________________ Readers love The Grand
Sophy ... ***** 'One of Georgette's best loved Regencies it is impossible to read it any other way than as the story is told - breakneck! & the smile never left my face!' ***** 'Sophy had me laughing or smiling through most of the book. She is someone I would love to
know in my real life.' ***** 'I wonder if I'll ever read a Georgette Heyer and not fall madly for it? This one is deﬁnitely in my top favourites!' ***** 'Loved every word!' ***** 'Georgette Heyer's books will live on long after the Harlequin historicals fade from our memories,
simply because she is superlative at what she does: making you believe in romance. Not lust, not soulmates but romance.' Georgette Heyer Biography of a Bestseller Random House Georgette Heyer's ﬁrst novel, The Black Moth, was written when she was just nineteen in
order to amuse her convalescent brother. It was published in 1921 to instant success, and in the ninety years since then her work has been read and beloved by millions of readers and extolled by today's bestselling authors from writers of contemporary classics
through to romantic comedies. The Reluctant Widow Gossip, scandal and an unforgettable Regency romance Random House If you love Bridgerton, you'll love Georgette Heyer! A sweeping and romantic tale of romance and tragedy, The Reluctant Widow is Georgette
Heyer at her best as a young woman's life is dramatically changed in a single instant. 'Brims with elegance, wit and historical accuracy' Daily Mail 'Heyer's books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' Joanne Harris 'Absolutely delicious.
Utter immersive escapism' Sophie Kinsella _____________ When she steps inside the wrong carriage in a Sussex village, Elinor Rochdale little knows that she is about to embark on a thrilling and dangerous adventure. Overnight the would-be governess becomes the
mistress of a ruined estate and partner in a secret conspiracy to save a family's name. By midnight she is a bride; by dawn a widow. _____________ Readers love The Reluctant Widow ... ***** 'I love Georgette Heyer - fun plots, fun characters,good dialogue. This is one of
my favourites.' ***** '[The Reluctant Widow] made such an impression on me that I still remember it after all these years.' ***** 'This was an absolute delight.' ***** 'Fun, unexpected plot that continues through the whole book.' ***** 'Georgette Heyer is still the best;
this has a real plot, an unusual one at that, characters that are interesting as individuals, and is still a really good read.' The Frog Earl Belgrave House Escaping into the countryside to nurse his wounded pride and heart, Simon Hurst encounters the lovely but eccentric
Mimi (half English, half Indian and all mischief) who promises him three favors—then only grudgingly doles them out. If he can capture that last one—that kiss—before she learns the truth about his identity, he should transform into an earl once again. Regency
Romance by Carola Dunn; originally published by Walker Snowdrift and Other Stories Random House Previously titled Pistols for Two, this collection includes three of Heyer's earliest short stories, published together in book form for the very ﬁrst time. A treat for all fans
of Georgette Heyer, and for those who love stories full of romance and intrigue. Aﬀairs of honour between bucks and blades, rakes and rascals; aﬀairs of the heart between heirs and orphans, beauties and bachelors; romance, intrigue, escapades and duels at dawn. All
the gallantry, villainy and elegance of the age that Georgette Heyer has so triumphantly made her own are exquisitely revived in these wonderfully romantic stories of the Regency period. 'Wonderful characters, elegant, witty writing, perfect period detail and
rapturously romantic. Georgette Heyer achieves what the rest of us aspire to.' Katie Fforde 'My favourite historical novelist - stylish, romantic, sharp and witty. Her sense of period is superb, her heroines enterprising and her heroes are dashing. I owe her many happy
hours.' Margaret Drabble 'Georgette Heyer is unbeatable.' India Knight Bath Tangle A classic Regency romance Random House 'Absolutely delicious tales of Regency heroes . . . Utter, immersive escapism' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'One of my perennial comfort authors. Heyer's
books are as incisively witty and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen's' JOANNE HARRIS ________________________________________ Serena Carlow's former love now controls her future happiness. After her father's unexpected death, Serena's jilted ex-ﬁancé - the Marquis
of Rotherham - is made the sole trustee of her wealth and marriage prospects. Eager for an escape, she moves to Bath and encounters her childhood sweetheart, the dashing Hector Kirkby - but will Rotherham approve the match? Before long, they are all entangled in a
confusion of marriage and manners the likes of which Regency Bath has rarely seen. ________________________________________ 'I've read her over and over and over again' Stephen Fry 'Utterly delightful' The Guardian My Lord John Gossip, scandal and an unforgettable
Regency historical romance Random House If you love Bridgerton, you'll love Georgette Heyer! A wonderful historical novel from the undisputed queen of the genre. 'Fabulously witty' Stephen Fry 'Incisively witty, quietly subversive' Joanne Harris 'If you haven't read
Georgette Heyer yet what a treat you have in store' Harriet Evans _________________ Growing up in England's most turbulent era on the wild and lawless Northern Marches, John Duke of Bedford grew to manhood ﬁghting for his father, King Henry IV. Through his loyalty,
strength, and superb ﬁghting power, he would go on to became the greatest ally his brother, King Henry V, could have asked for. Filled with the clash of bitter rivalries and deadly power struggles, this is Georgette Heyer's ﬁnal and most ambitious novel.
_________________ Readers love My Lord John ... ***** 'I found this book absolutely incredible.' ***** 'Truly brilliant.' ***** 'She truly knew how to bring history to life.' ***** 'A brilliant, well-researched, beautifully written yet sadly unﬁnished novel.' Behold, Here's Poison
Random House Georgette Heyer's brilliant and highly acclaimed series of detective novels When Gregory Matthews, patriarch of the Poplars is found dead one morning, imperious Aunt Harriet blames it on the roast duck he ate for supper. After all, she had warned him
about his blood pressure. But a post-mortem determines that the cause of death is much more sinister. Murder. By poison. Suspicion falls immediately amongst his bitter, quarrelsome family. Each has a motive; each, opportunity. It falls to Superintendent Hannasyde to
sift through all the secrets and lies and discover just who killed Gregory Matthews, before the killer strikes again...
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